For percentage of body fat (%BF), there are no internationally accepted cutoffs. The primary function of body fat cutoffs should be to identify not only excessive body fatness, but also the increased risk of unhealthy outcomes, such as hypertension. The purpose of this study was to analyze the accuracy of different %BF and body mass index (BMI) cutoffs as screening measures for EBP in pediatric populations. It was a cross-sectional study with a sample of 358 male subjects from 8 to 18 years old. BP was measured by the oscilometric method, and body composition was measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). The accuracy of three reference tables used for body fat cutoffs was assessed. The three body fat reference tables were highly specific, but insensitive, for elevated BP screening. For elevated BP screening, all body fat cutoffs presented similar sensitivity (range¼48.3-53.7%) and specificity (range¼79.2-84.1%). The body fat cutoffs performed no better than BMI in screening of children and adolescents at risk of elevated BP (EBP). BMI seems a more attractive tool for this function, as it performed similarly and can be applied in large surveys and with lower costs.
INTRODUCTION
The increase of worldwide obesity among pediatric populations in recent decades has been identified in both developed and developing countries. 1 This increase is worrisome, because it is expressly associated with a higher burden of health care costs among children and adolescents. 2 Adipose tissue releases a variety of adipokines, which are strongly associated with endothelial dysfunction and, in turn, increased blood pressure (BP) values at rest. It is known that obese adolescents have increased odds of developing chronic disorders such as hypertension, 3 and this physiological outcome is frequently observed among obese adolescents. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Therefore, the primary function of body fat cutoffs should be to screen not only for excessive body fatness, but should also be to asses the increased risk of unhealthy outcomes, such as hypertension.
Williams et al. 8 proposed percentage of body fat (%BF) cutoffs for white and black American children and adolescents (5-18 years old), based on values of cardiovascular risk factors (with %BF based on skinfold measurements). Taylor et al. 9 went further by utilizing a reference method for the assessment of body composition (dualenergy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)) and proposed sex-and agespecific % BF cutoffs among white New Zealanders (3-18 years old), but these were not associated with indicators of cardiovascular risk. More recently, McCarthy et al., 10 in a large Caucasian British pediatric sample, proposed the 85th and 95th percentile of %BF (sex-and age-specific cutoffs (5-19 years old)) to define 'overfat' and obesity (with %BF, based on bioelectric impedance analysis), respectively.
It is possible that this large variety of cutoffs proposed for children and adolescents could exert considerable negative influence on the screening of unhealthy outcomes associated with obesity. Nevertheless, information about this question is not available in the literature. Furthermore, it is not clear if anthropometric indices (for example, body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference), which are cheaper and more routinely used in clinical and epidemiological settings, screen subjects with increased risk of elevated blood pressure (EBP) more or less adequately than %BF.
Thus, the purposes of this study were: (i) to analyze the influence of cutoff choice on the accuracy of body fat estimation as a screening tool for EBP in male pediatric populations and (ii) to verify if BMI presents similar screening characteristics to these body fat cutoffs.
METHODS Sample
This cross-sectional study was carried out in the city of Presidente Prudente (Human Development Index ¼0.846), Southeastern Brazil, from July to November 2008. Before the study, a minimum required sample size was estimated (n¼275), based on an obesity prevalence of 13.9%, 1 an error of 5%, an a-error of 5% (z¼1.96) and a design effect of 1.5. Furthermore, an additional loss rate of 10% was considered (n¼303). After the fieldwork, the sample included 358 male children and adolescents from 8 to 18 years old (n¼92 children (from 8 to 10 years old) and n¼266 adolescents (from 11 to 18 years old)). The sample population was found at schools (n¼3) and recreational associations (n¼3), where all male students/members in each setting were invited to participate as volunteers in the study. Inclusion criteria for participants consisted of a self-declaration of health and an affirmation that they were neither taking any prescription medicine nor undergoing any current clinical treatment. In each school or club, all interested students received a written informed consent form, which was to be filled out by both the parents and the students before they could take part in the study. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee on Human Experimentation of the Universidade de São Paulo.
Anthropometric measures
Body weight (wearing shorts and a t-shirt (nearest 100 g)) and barefoot height were measured with an electronic scale and wall-mounted stadiometer, respectively. BMI was calculated with values of weight divided by height, squared (kg m À2 ). All anthropometry was assessed using standardized techniques 11 by a single experienced researcher. Children and adolescents were classified as overweight or obese according to the BMI-based definition proposed by Cole et al. 12 (in all statistical analysis, overweight and obesity were merged).
Blood pressure (BP) values
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP) values were measured with an electronic device (MX3 Plus; Omron, Kyoto, Kansai, Japan) previously validated for pediatric populations. 13 After 5 min of rest in a seated position, two measures were taken on the right arm, with a 2 min interval between them, and the mean value was used. For the subjects' blood pressure (BP) measurement, two types of cuffs were used according to the arm circumference (6 mmÂ12 mm for children, and 9 mmÂ18 mm for adolescents 14-18 years old and for those children with a larger arm size), following the recommendations of the American Heart Association. 14 The National High Blood Pressure Education Program 15 cutoffs adjusted for age and height percentile (P95), were applied to indicate the presence of elevated BP (EBP).
Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
Whole body and regional body composition were measured with a Lunar DPX-NT scanner (Lunar DPX-NT; General Electric Healthcare, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). The software provides measurements of lean soft tissue, fat and bone mineral density for the entire body, as well as for specific regions, as well as %BF. All DXA measurements were made at a university laboratory with a constant controlled temperature. Each morning, before any measurements were taken, the device was calibrated by the same researcher and, according to the reference values provided by the manufacturer, the tests presented high reliability.
Body fat cutoffs
The comparison of body fat cutoffs was based on three reference tables developed for children and adolescents of different nations (no cutoff was adjusted according to ethnic groups): (i) Williams et al. 8 classify subjects as either non-obese or obese (American population); (ii) Taylor et al. 9 use nonobese, overweight and obese as categories, in which the categories overweight and obese were clustered (overweight+obesity; New Zealand population); whereas (iii) McCarthy et al. 10 use the following classifications: 'normal' , 'overfat' and 'obese' , in which the categories overfat and obese were clustered (overfat+obesity; British population).
Statistical analysis
Initially, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejected the normality of the numerical data, and so, non-parametric descriptive statistical methods were applied (median and interquartile range). Additionally, the Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare numerical variables between two groups (subjects with normal and elevated BP values). Spearman's rank was used to analyze correlations between BP values and chronological age. The kappa (k) statistic indicated the agreement level between categorical variables. The chi-square (w 2 ) test, either with Yates' correction or linear trend analysis, was used to determine associations among categorical outcomes. Receiver operating characteristics curves with the default parameters (sensitivity (true-positive rate), specificity (true-negative rate), positive predictive value, negative predictive value and area under curve (AUC)) were compared, to determine the best %BF cutoff reference table. Significance (P) was set at 5% and statistical software SPSS version 13.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Il, USA) was utilized for all analyses.
RESULTS
The sample was composed of 358 male children and adolescents. The prevalence of EBP was 26% (n¼93); chronological age was poorly correlated to BP values (SBP: r¼0.38 with P¼0.001; DBP: r¼0.22 with P¼0.001). Table 1 shows the general characteristics of the sample grouped by BP values. Subjects with EBP had higher values of body weight, BMI and %BF. Independent of %BF cutoff, obese subjects presented higher values of both SBP and DBP (all with P¼0.001).
Children and adolescents who were identified as overweight/obese by BMI also presented higher values of SBP and DBP than those with normal weight (both comparisons with P¼0.001).
The three cutoffs for body fat presented elevated agreement in the identification of obese children and adolescents (Taylor et al. 9 and McCarthy et al. 10 Figure 1 shows the prevalence of obesity identified by DXA and overweight/obesity identified by BMI. There was no significant difference between the obesity prevalence identified by Williams et al's, 8 Taylor et al's 9 and McCarthy et al's 10 cutoffs. Independently of %BF cutoffs, there was a positive association between EBP values and obesity (P¼0.001, for all), because obese subjects presented a higher occurrence of EBP. The same pattern of association was observed between BMI status and prevalence of EBP. Regarding EBP rate, there were no differences among any of the body fat references (Figure 2 ) or between body fat cutoffs and BMI cutoffs (data not shown). BMI and %BF are presented as screening tests for EBP (Table 2 ). Sensitivity and specificity were similar for all body fat and BMI cutoffs in the studied samples. Independently of cutoff, the proportion of true-positive cases was low and ranged from 52 to 70% and from 34 to 48.5% in children and adolescents, respectively. Compared with the true-positive cases, true-negative cases were much higher (ranging from 79.2 to 87.5%). Regarding EBP screening, there were no differences among any of the body fat references or between body fat cutoffs and BMI cutoffs (w 2 -test with P45% for all comparisons).
The rate of misclassification was around of 30% in all body fat and BMI cutoffs (Williams et al. 8 ¼25.1% (n¼90), Taylor et al. 9 ¼27.3% (n¼98), McCarthy et al. 10 ¼27.9% (n¼100) and Cole et al. 12 ¼25.1% (n¼90)). BMI presented the lowest proportion of false-positive cases (36.6% (n¼33)) followed by Williams et al. 8 (46.6% (n¼42)), McCarthy et al. 10 (54% (n¼54)) and Taylor et al. 9 (56.1% (n¼55)).
However, Taylor et al. 9 presented the lowest proportion of falsenegative cases (43.9% (n¼43)), followed by McCarthy et al. 10 (46% (n¼46)), Williams et al. 8 (53.4% (n¼48)) and Cole et al. 12 (63.3% (n¼57)). The proportion of efficiency also was similar for all reference tables (P45% for all comparisons). Figure 3 shows the global measure of screening accuracy of the analyzed cutoffs.
DISCUSSION
This cross-sectional study analyzed the accuracy of three %BF cutoffs in EBP screening among male children/adolescents, and presented data which suggests that the choice of %BF cutoffs does not have a significant influence on such screening. When compared with these cutoffs, BMI produces similar screening characteristics.
The EBP rate found in this study (B26%) was higher than the 10% observed among the general Brazilian pediatric population. 16 This may have been partially due to the obesity observed in a large percentage of the overall sample. Increased white adipose tissue releases a variety of adipokines that are related to a decrease in the production and utilization of nitric oxide, which has important functions in the control of vascular tone and suppression of vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation. This decreased effect of nitric oxide is associated with endothelial dysfunction and, thus, arterial hypertension. 17 In pediatric populations, previous studies have found that high SBP is frequently related to higher adiposity, 3, 16 indicating that the above-mentioned mechanisms could occur not only in adults, but also in children and adolescents.
Obesity identified by DXA (independent of cutoff) and BMI were markedly associated with EBP. However, the results seem to indicate that the magnitude of this association is slightly cutoff dependent (Williams et al's 8 cutoffs, odds ratio¼4.7 (95% confidence intervals¼2.9; 8.4); McCarthy et al's 10 cutoffs, odds ratio¼4.4 (95% confidence intervals¼2.6; 7.3); Taylor et al's 9 cutoffs, odds ratio¼4.0 (95% confidence intervals¼2.4; 6.6)). This data indicate that %BF cutoff choice has no significant effect when testing the association between obesity and EBP.
In the McCarthy et al. 10 table (85th percentile), the body fat range was from 20.1 to 23%, which was similar to the range observed among adolescents in New Zealand, from 18 to 23% (overweight in the Taylor et al's 9 cutoffs). In contrast to the observations of Williams et al. 8 (fixed at 25% for all ages), the McCarthy et al. 10 %BF cutoffs showed a different pattern across age groups. Maturational and growth-related changes have great importance in this period of human development. Fernandes et al. 18 proposed %BF cutoffs based on EBP, which varied across age groups, indicating that growth represents an important confounding factor and must be taken into consideration. Thus, the absence of similarity for these cutoffs would seem to discourage the establishment of a single %BF cutoff across different ages.
For EBP screening in pediatric populations, the utilization of internationally accepted standard reference tables for %BF, adjusted by age groups, should receive wider acceptance, as has happened with the BMI. 12 However, as is true for the BMI, the adoption of international reference tables seems to increase the proportion of falsenegative cases. [19] [20] [21] This is the case with the non age-adjusted cutoffs proposed by Williams et al., 8 where the higher cutoffs generated lower prevalence of obesity and, hence, higher specificity (true-negative cases). As mentioned above, outcome underestimation generates lower sensitivity (true-positive cases), that is, the capacity to correctly identify the outcome presence; therefore, both Taylor et al's 9 and McCarthy et al's 10 cutoffs, which presented higher outcome prevalence, also demonstrated slightly better accuracy in identifying the presence of EBP. However, this higher accuracy did not achieve statistical significance.
Area under curve has been used as a global measure of the performance of %BF and BMI cutoffs. In our study, the area under curve values were low (data not shown), indicating the limited performance of both. The %BF and BMI tables were highly specific, but insensitive for EBP screening, which agrees with Christofaro et al., 22 who analyzed a large sample of adolescents of both genders and found decreased positive predictive value (male¼22% and female¼18%). To adopt a more sensitive or specific %BF cutoff is the researcher's choice, and depends on the desired function for these cutoffs. In population groups with a higher prevalence of the determined outcome, higher specificity seems more adequate, because it better excludes false-positive cases and prevents overtaxing the health system. On the other hand, an outcome of low prevalence requires a more sensitive tool, which increases the true-positive cases and, in turn, improves the probability of finding subjects in need of treatment.
In the case of EBP, an outcome of moderate/high prevalence with an increasing trend, higher specificity seems more appropriate. The three %BF cutoffs do not perform better than BMI in EBP screening, where true-positive, true-negative and efficiency of BMI were similar to the %BF measured by DXA, independently of cutoffs.
In children and adolescents, early hypertension detection is important because it tracks into adulthood. Regarding hypertension screening, BMI was performed, as well as %BF measured by DXA. BMI is determined by cheap anthropometric measurements, which can be carried out annually in schools and can be used as a simple screening tool, inserted into comprehensive public health strategies, focused on preventive actions. 23 Another interesting finding is that, although obesity presents a great burden in the hypertension genesis, 17 all analyzed cutoffs presented poor screening characteristics, indicating that without adequate cutoffs, %BF monitoring may not allow for complete hypertension screening.
The strengths of our study include the use of DXA, a previously validated measure of %BF in pediatric populations, 24 with a relatively large sample size. However, its limitations must be clarified. The sample was composed only of boys, and it is unclear whether the results can be generalized to girls. The use of a single syndrome metabolic indicator (EBP values) and the measurement of BP values on a single day constitute the main limitations of the study. Additionally, when assessing adiposity in childhood and adolescence, even considering age adjustments, maturational stage should also be considered as a determinant or confounding variable and, therefore, the absence of this data constitutes a limitation of the study.
In summary, the results indicated that body fat estimated by DXA is strongly associated with EBP in pediatric populations, but the three analyzed body fat cutoffs have limited screening characteristics. Moreover, the BMI reference values proposed by Cole et al. 12 are a more attractive tool for this function, as they show similar performance in EBP screening and are more suitable for large epidemiological studies because of their lower cost. Figure 3 Graphical plots of the sensitivity and specificity in overall sample. ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
